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Introduction
This is the second paper 1 of the new specification and candidates seemed more confident

attempting the questions than they did in the first paper in January, as there were not so many

responses left completely blank. Candidates were clearly more prepared for the maths questions

as the mean mark for these was up on the mean mark in January. There were also some very good

attempts at the levels-based question with a wider range of marks awarded. A range of responses

was seen in the multiple choice questions with some of the ones included later in the paper being

quite discriminating.
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Question 1 (a) 

Many candidates attempted this question and scored well. Carelessly-drawn diagrams lost marks,

as did those that did not indicate that the charge distribution was very small by either stating this or

using the delta sign. There was some confusion with the positive and negative charges on the Hs

and the O.

This is a good illustration of one of the types of

diagram that we were looking for.

Drawing diagrams may seem easy but care is

needed to ensure that they are drawn accurately.
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We did not expect the circles to be drawn around

the element symbols; the diagrams shown in the

mark scheme are just a couple of examples of

what we were looking for.
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Question 1 (b) (i)

A range of responses were seen for this question. The better responses were those where one

sentence was written about each salt. The weaker responses only mentioned one or two of the

salts or else tried to describe what was happening at different temperature ranges.

This response is very clear and illustrates all of our

mark points.

If you are asked to describe data shown in a graph

and there are three lines drawn and three marks

allocated to the question, then each line needs a

separate description.
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Question 2 (a) (iii)

The majority of candidates attempted to answer this question. As expected, marks were lost by

those candidates who could not remember if it was saturated or unsaturated fatty acids that were

associated with risk of CVD or else muddled the two terms up.

This candidate's response illustrates the second of

the two options on the mark scheme. We ignored

what was written in the second paragraph as it was

superfluous to what was required.
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Question 2 (b) (i)

Candidates clearly have good knowledge about the blood clotting process. However, marks were

lost because the knowledge was not used to answer the question; too many candidates wrote

about what happens in the blood clotting process instead of what would not happen in the

presence of the drug.

This is an example of a good response that

illustrates both of our mark points.

You will not score well if you simply write

everything that you know about a topic; you have

to use that information to actually answer the

question.
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This is also a very clear response but goes into too

much detail.

Use the mark allocation to help you judge how

much detail to write. Although you will not lose

marks for including more detail than is necessary,

you could find that you run out of time and cannot

complete the paper, which will cost you marks.
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Question 2 (b) (ii)

A similar thing was seen with this question, as seen in the previous one; candidates just writing

everything that they know without answering the question.

Possibly not the best-worded response at the end

but nevertheless illustrates both our mark points.
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Question 2 (b) (iii)

Again, marks were lost for the same reason as in parts (i) and (ii). Other marks were lost because

candidates were not specific enough in their responses, not including AS level detail.

This response was awarded the second point (see

additional guidance), but insufficient AS detail was

given for the first point to be awarded.

Always check what you have written to see if your

answer is using specific AS detail or terminology.
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Question 3 (a) (i)

This question should have been straightforward but unfortunately a large proportion of candidates

saw the diagram and assumed what was expected in the answer, without actually reading the

question. So as a result, they wrote the mRNA complementary base sequence and not the amino

acid sequence.

This illustrates the response that we were after.

Candidates could have used the amino acid

abbreviations as supplied in the table.
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Question 3 (a) (ii)

We saw both of our mark points but rarely both of them in the same response. Candidates who

referred to the code being degenerate could not be awarded the second mark point and

unfortunately this was the case in many responses; we expect the candidates to differentiate

between the two terms.

This response illustrates very clearly both of our

mark points.

Always check the mark allocation to guide you in

how much you need to write in your answer. If you

write one fact and there are two marks available,

you will not be awarded full marks.
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Question 3 (b) 

Again we saw all of our mark points but very few responses where three of them were included in

one response. We also had to penalise those candidates who could not differentiate between the

terms 'degenerate' and 'non-overlapping'.

This candidate was one of the few who wrote a

sufficiently detailed response to be awarded three

marks.
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Our first and fourth mark points are illustrated in

this response. The fourth mark point was probably

the most frequently seen.
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Question 3 (c) (i)

A reasonable number of candidates carried out the correct calculation but some of these included

too many significant figures in their final answer.

A clearly laid out calculation resulting in the correct

answer.

Read the question carefully, even in the calculation

questions as there may well be specific

instructions about how you should express your

answer e.g. number of decimal places, number of

significant figures, standard form.
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Question 3 (c) (ii)

The majority of candidates demonstrated that the other genetic codes were stopped codons but

wrote little else, so only one mark was frequently awarded. One thing that became evident was that

candidates think that there is a specific start codon, not appreciating that this codon also codes for

methionine.

This illustrates the type of response that we were

hoping to see.

If there are two marks available, you must make

two AS level standard points.
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Question 4 (a) (i)

This should have been fairly straightforward as it is a term that describes how DNA is replicated.

However there were a number of responses that did not make it sufficiently clear if DNA strands or

DNA molecules were being referred to.

This response scored both mark points. Very few

responses scored both points as they did not

indicate that the number of DNA molecules were

actually increasing (mark point 1).

Your response must make it clear if you are talking

about a DNA strand or a DNA molecule.

Remember: DNA is a double-stranded molecule i.e.

one molecule is made of two strands.
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Question 4 (a) (ii)

Very few problems were encountered here, except by those candidates who referred to 'RNA'

polymerase or ligase.

A typical response.
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Question 4 (a) (iii)

This question caused more problems than expected with very few candidates scoring the second of

our two mark points. Weaker candidates simply stated that the daughter cells would be identical

and therefore did not score the first mark point as we were insisting on genetically identical.

This was one of the few responses that scored

both marks. See the additional guidance for why

the first mark point could be awarded, even

though genetically identical has not been stated.
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Question 4 (b) 

All combinations of answers were seen for this question, some of which were the correct

combinations. A reasonably common error made was by candidates who only completed some of

the boxes, leaving others blank. We could not mark these as we could not assume what was meant

to be written in the empty boxes. There were also candidates who put ticks and crosses in the

boxes so presumably had not read the question carefully.
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Three correct combinations.

Read your instructions carefully to ensure that you

complete tables correctly.
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Question 5 (b) (i)

A clearly worked out response.
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This candidate showed their working clearly and

therefore was awarded the first mark point.

Show your working as you may pick up method

marks even if you do not end up with the correct

answer at the end.
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Question 5 (b) (ii)

A wide range of responses was seen for the only levels-based question on the paper (there may be

one or two levels-based questions on each of WBI11 or WBI12). Very few blank responses were

seen, which was encouraging. Many candidates wrote either about what the solution should

contain for dehydration or what it should contain for maintaining sweetness, fewer wrote about

both limiting themselves to a level 1 response. There were some excellent descriptions of osmosis

using terminology such as water potential and solute potential. The weakest candidates are still

refering to water concentrations, which is not acceptable at this level. We were really pleased to see

some candidates explaining that the solution should contain the same concentration of each of the

three sugars, thus getting a level 3 response for 5 marks. Very few responses were awarded 6

marks as there were not many candidates who appreciated that another solute would have to be

included in the solution as well as in order to lower the water potential.
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This was a nice clear example of a level 3 response,

gaining 5 marks.

You do not have to write excessively to access the

level 3 marks - you just have to address all parts of

the question.

The question directs you to dehydration and

preserving sweetness so you have to address both

these aspects. The command word is 'explain' so

you have to use some AS level knowledge to say

why.

You have not written an explanation if you do not

use expressions such as 'because, therefore, as a

result, in order to', in your answer.
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Question 6 (a) 

Antioxidants are a new topic in this specification and the quality of the responses was very centre-

based; some candidates clearly knew how antioxidants reduced free radicals and therefore damage

to endothelial cells. Whereas many candidates gave very muddled responses about LDL levels.

A nice clear response, illustrating our three mark

points.

When describing CVD avoid expressions such as

fatty deposits and hardening of the arteries.

Ensure that you make it clear that the endothelium

in the arteries is damaged.
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Question 6 (b) (i)

A range of responses were seen for this question. The weaker candidates either made two

descriptions or only discussed one of the two sets of data.

This was awarded all four points.
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If you are asked to describe data in a table make

sure that you refer to all of it. If you did not need to

do this then the data would not be there. If you are

asked to explain data then you must use some AS

level knowledge to say why.
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Question 6 (b) (iii)

Very few blank responses were seen which was encouraging and most responses attempted to

describe how a study on chocolate should be designed. However, very few candidates scored full

marks, although all our mark points were seen. Common errors included a study to compare eating

milk and dark chocolate (so not mark point 1) and a group of people of mixed males and females

(so not mark point 3).

This was awarded mark points 1 (see additional

guidance), 3 and 4.
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Another clear response which was awarded the

same three mark points as the previous one.
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Question 7 (a) 

We allowed quite a wide range of values but felt that as the candidate was asked to estimate the

length of the neck it would be inappropriate to allow more than one decimal place in their answer.

An acceptable value.
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Too many decimal places, although they are within

our range of acceptable values.

With the introduction of level 2 maths for this

specification, you need to think very carefully

about the appropriateness of the number of

decimal places you give your answer to, unless the

question specifies how many is required.
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Question 7 (b) 

The responses to this question were quite disappointing as many candidate ignored the hint given

in part (a) and wrote excessively about the heart needing to be large due to the large surface area

to volume ratio of the giraffe.

This candidate thought about the context of the

question, looked at the photograph and gave us a

response worth full marks.

Look for clues in the stem of the question and in

previous parts of the question to help you answer

a question part. The photograph was there for a

reason and you were asked to estimate the length

of the neck to get you thinking about the distance

of the brain from the heart.
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We awarded two marks for the content of the first

paragraph. We could ignore the irrelevance written

in the second paragraph as it did not contradict

any of the marks already awarded.
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Question 7 (c) (i)

A whole range of diagrams were drawn of an artery. The quality of these diagrams seemed to be

very centre-based with some diagrams being detailed and accurately labelled and other diagrams

being barely even of GCSE quality.

This was awarded the drawing mark and both label

marks. We were not necessarily expecting the

names of the layers, but at least a description, as

detailed here.

If you are expected to know the structure of

something, be prepared to describe this structure

in words or to produce an accurate labelled

diagram.
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Another diagram awarded full marks. We did not

award, but ignored, the label for the tunica intima

as the arrow was not really pointing to the right

structure.

Always ensure that your label lines are touching or

are ending in the structure that you are trying to

label.
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Question 7 (c) (ii)

Responses to this question were very disappointing as many just referred to the elastic fibres

stretching and recoiling without linking each property to its specific function.

This is an example of where 'stretch and recoil'

were rolled into one. They had linked this with

maintaining pressure. The additional guidance

could be awarded.

Remember that you are answering an AS paper

and not a GCSE paper, so the quality of your

response needs to be higher than what you may

have written at GCSE.
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Question 7 (d) (i)

Many responses were awarded the first mark point but few candidates then linked their response

to the actual question being asked.

Both of our marks are illustrated here.

Make sure your response actually answers the

question and gives as many points as there are

marks allocated to the question.
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Question 7 (d) (ii)

Some candidates scored both marks for this question but there were several who made one of two

common errors. There were candidates who thought that the red blood cells had to be small

because the capillaries were narrow and there were others who thought that the large surface area

to volume ratio meant that more oxygen could be carried inside the cells.

This candidate's response was awarded both of

our mark points.
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Question 8 (b) (i)

Naming the bond did not cause any problem to the vast majority of the candidates. The most

common error referred to the bond as a dipeptide bond.

Perfect.
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Question 8 (b) (iii)

This question was not well-answered. The third mark point was most commonly seen followed by

the second one. We had hoped to see the fourth mark point as this is about the role of tRNA which

candidates ought to know.

An example of a better response seen.
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Another example of one of the better responses

seen.
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Question 8 (c) (i)

A range of ratios were seen for this response. A significant number of candidates did not know how

to express a ratio.

We were allowing the ratio rounded down to the

two lowest whole numbers.

Check what mathematical skills you are supposed

to have and ensure that you know how to do them

before your exams. A list can be found in the spec

so ask your teacher or check the website.
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Question 8 (c) (ii)

We felt that the candidates could take two different approaches to this question, so this was taken

into account in our mark scheme by having two possible sets of marks. Few answers went into

sufficient detail to score more than one or two marks. We appreciate that this is the last question

on the paper and time was probably beginning to run out, although there was no evidence that the

paper was too long.

An example of one of the better responses that we

saw.
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This is another good example but has taken on the

alternative approach to the answer.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

Candidates can still use papers from the previous specification to practice questions that cover

topics common to both specifications.

Candidates should be taught how to do the types of calculations that are listed in the

specification and that they are taught how to recognise how many decimal places or significant

figures that should be given in their final answer.

Candidates need to be aware of what is expected by each of the command words that are listed

in the specification.

Candidates should be prepared to both describe and draw structures that are listed in the

specification.

Candidates need to be constantly reminded to write as many AS level points as there are marks

allocated to a particular question; using old spec past paper questions will be very useful in giving

candidates this practice.

Candidates need to be taught how to decide what needs to be included in a levels-based

question to access the level 3 response marks; using UK home spec papers would help here as

they include questions of this style.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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